ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a robust circular control point detector for bi-planar spine surgery navigation system. First, this detector divides the regions into three cases, including real control points, possible control points, and false control points, based on support vector machine in which quantity of edge pixels, closed-loop attribute, and distance criterion are selected as the features. Next, the valid control points are extracted from possible control points based on improved HVCD (Horizontal and vertical search for circle detection) method, which has improved minor-radius circles detection in two ways: one is parameter adjustment for search principle and the other is the promotion of the edge segment detector. Finally, the effective control points could be obtained and classified into two classifications by using the distance & density clustering algorithm. Experimental results demonstrate that both detectors proposed in this paper and EDCircles could obtain effective control points on images of spine model bone while the detector proposed in this paper is obviously superior to EDCircles on images of swine bone and swine which have strong background interference. In addition, the parameters used in this paper are fixed for all the images.
I. INTRODUCTION
In conventional minimally invasive spine surgery, the surgeons finish the operation with the aid of preoperative computed tomography (CT) images and intraoperative lots of fluoroscopy images. However, traditional minimally invasive spine surgery has three serious problems, including low accuracy, a lot of radiation, and long time in intraoperative. Computer-assisted spine surgery [1] - [3] and robot-assisted spine surgery [4] - [6] could relieve these problems. The navigation mainly contains intraoperative navigation and preoperative navigation based on the time of obtaining images. The preoperative navigation usually matches 3-D images with 2-D images to realize registration. However, the accuracy of this kind of navigation is usually low because of the non-rigid spine [7] . The intraoperative navigation could classify into 2-D images based and 3-D images based. The intraoperative 3-D navigation has the advantage of high precision. However, it is too expensive to seriously hinder the clinical promotion [8] . The 2-D navigation has low radiation, cost, and could be widely used in orthopaedic operating rooms. However, this navigation has two core problems need to be solved. For one thing, 2-D navigation has the low precision [9] . For the other one, to increase the practicability in surgery, control points are supposed to be detected automatically [12] , [13] . The first problem is beyond the scope of this paper. In this paper, we concentrate on the problem of detecting control points.
Control points consist of circular objects which are mapped from a series of 4 mm diameter steel balls, which are embed in two layers of acrylic sheets (bi-planar), by X-ray. The transformation matrix between robot coordinate and image coordinate could be computed through registration between the control points detected in fluoroscopy image and the corresponding steel balls embed in bi-planar.
The bi-planar is mounted at the end of the robot to adjust the position relation between bi-planar and C-arm conveniently. Therefore, the detector should have abilities of high accuracy, fixed parameters for all images, background interference resistance, and processing in situations of different gray values, different radius control points, and different locations control points. Both off-line [10] , [11] and on-line [12] - [15] C-arm calibration could solve this problem of detecting control points. However, the detection methods applied in C-arm calibration could not meet the demands in bi-planar spine surgery navigation system. For off-line C-arm calibration, the images would not be disturbed by the background and the conventional control point extraction method is adequate. For on-line C-arm calibration, some features could be described as follows:
• Control points detection is easier due to the less quantity and the more sparse distribution.
• The approximate radius and position of control points are acquired in advance due to the cage attached to the C-arm image intensifier.
• Although the images need to resist the background interference, the background is usually simple. Therefore, both off-line and on-line C-arm calibration could not be used directly in this paper because of the features above. To solve the problems of detecting control points for bi-planar spine surgery navigation system, this paper presents a robust and accurate circular control point detector. Firstly, three cases, including real control points, possible control points and false control points, are obtained based on SVM (Support Vector Machine). Next, we run IHVCD (improved HVCD) to extract valid control points from the possible control points. Finally, the effective control points could be obtained and clustered based on the distance&density clustering algorithm. Experimental results demonstrate that detector proposed in this paper could obtain effective control points on images of spine model bone, swine bone and swine on one hand, on the other hand it could fix the whole parameters for all the images.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The workflow of detector is shown in figure 1 . SVM could improve the efficiency of detector by removing the most regions which are not required to be further processed and consist of false control points and real control points. IHVCD could improve the accuracy of detector based on extracting the valid control points from the possible control points. The distance&density clustering algorithm could improve robustness of detector by removing the ineffective control points.
A. REGION CLASSIFICATION USING SVM
Regions are derived from image preprocessing consisting of canny operator and region growing, and most of the regions VOLUME 6, 2018 are false control points. Therefore, to improve efficiency of detector, the regions containing real control points and false control points which would not be further processed need to be obtained and removed.
SVM is one of the most classical supervised machine learning. SVM could solve both linear and non-linear classification problems, and be widely applied into many fields. SVM is introduced by Vapnik [16] and extended by Burges [17] . Berkaya et al. [18] put forward a circular traffic sign detector based on SVM and select HOG, LBP and Gabor as the features. Lafuente-Arroyo et al. [19] , [20] , and Maldonado-Bascón [21] present a traffic sign classifier according to distance. Malon et al. [22] . present a Mathematical symbol detector by combining SVM and InftyProject. Trier et al. [23] review some methods for feature extraction from character detection. Adankon and Cheriet [24] describe LS-SVM method applied in handwriting recognition. Tamen et al. [25] describe a Arabic handwritten words detector based on CM and SCF features.
From paragraph above, SVM is applied into different fields. However, we have not found relevant applications in medical image for circular control point detection. In addition, the existing features consisting of HOG, LBP, Gabor, etc. which are popular in extracting features from images cannot meet the demands of detecting control points in bi-planar spine surgery navigation system. Therefore, for the problems above, we propose a control point classification based on SVM in which quantity of edge pixels, the closed-loop attribute, and distance criterion are selected as the features. These features are derived from the feature analysis of control points in navigation. The most control points detected in fluoroscopy image are closed loop. However, a few control points would be disturbed by background lead to control points added other edge pixels. In this way, the circle validation is necessary according to the number of edge pixels meeting precision of circle fitting in one region. In addition to mentioned above, a small number of regions are similar to a circle and could meet the features above. To solve this case, distance criterion is also selected as the feature.
Therefore, all the regions are divided into three cases, including real control points, possible control points, and false control points, based on classification mentioned above.
1) SVM
The goal of SVM is to find a optimal separating hyperplane to accurately separate data into the corresponding classifications. Therefore, SVM could be defined as optimal margin classifier. In figure 2 , solid line represents the separating hyperplane, x denotes positive data, o represents negative data, γ denotes the distance between the separating hyperplane and the examples (A, B, C, and D are defined support vectors) which are the closest to the separating hyperplane.
Given a training set {(x 1 , y 1 ), ..., (x n , y n )}, x i ∈ R n , y i ∈ {−1, 1}. Calculation of the parameter of the optimal separating hyperplane could be equivalent to solve the following optimization problem.
The prediction model could be obtained by the parameter α and represented as the following equation:
In addition, equation (3) could be applied for the test samples.
It is worth noting that SVM could not only solve linear problems, but also deal with the non-linear cases. However, Kernel would be introduced into the model. There are two advantages by introducing Kernel. The computation efficiency could be improved on one hand, on the other hand the features could be mapped from non-linear low dimensional to linear high dimensional.
In SVM, the selection of features is very important. Too many features would reduce algorithm efficiency or too few features would decrease algorithm accuracy. Based on the above consideration, we adopt quantity of edge pixels, closed-loop attribute, and distance criterion as the features in this paper.
2) QUANTITY OF EDGE PIXELS FEATURE
Quantity of edge pixels refers to the number of edge pixels meeting precision of circle fitting in one region. Figure 3 shows the circle composed of discrete points. Firstly, the maximum and minimum along the y coordinate axis or that along the x coordinate axis could be obtained (here is an example of A and B). Then, the middle perpendicular CC of AB could be computed. Finally, the parameter of circle could be fitted using A, B, and C. We want to emphasize that circle fitting error would be affected by distance between any two points. A, B, and C detected by method above could maximize the distance between any two points and improve circle fitting accuracy.
The parameter of circle fitting could be computed by (4)- (10) . If edge point meets (11) , it would be considered to be on a circle. The number of edge point S1 in a circle could be updated.
According to S1 and (12), the value of feature could be determined. The parameter N is the total of edge points.
3) CLOSED-LOOP ATTRIBUTE FEATURE Closed-loop means that each pixel in this region moves along the edge of the region would encounter the pixel again. For circular control point detection on medical image, the circle is supposed to be closed-loop. Figure 4 shows two circles, five equidistance horizontal lines and five equidistance vertical lines. The number of intersections between each line and circle is represented as S2 and seen as a feature. Therefore, each feature could be confirmed:
4) DISTANCE CRITERION FEATURE
Distance criterion is the basic feature of circle, in other words, the region that satisfies this criterion is likely to be a circle.
In figure 5 , AB is chord of circle with center at O, line segment OC is perpendicular to line segment AB, P is randomly selected from line segment AB, the angle between AB and horizontal axis is θ , the angle between OP and OC is φ. We obtain:
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We could obtain:
The parameter R is the radius. The value of feature could be denoted:
Considering the robustness of classification, the number of chords in each region could be determined by experiments.
B. VALID CONTROL POINT EXTRACTION BY IHVCD
Regions have been divided into three classifications by SVM. However, some valid control points are attached to the second case because of the noise and complex background. Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of navigation, extracting valid control points from the possible control points is an essential step. For circle detection, CHT [26] is one of the most classical methods. However, it has the high algorithm complexity and low robustness of parameters. Many methods [27] - [29] improve CHT for the problems above, but still need to adjust the parameters and have false detection results for different complex scenes. A few papers [30] - [33] indicate that the process of circle detection could be considered as the optimization. However, they usually need to run multi-times for multi-circles detection. In addition to the methods above, Jiang et al. [40] present a circular hole detection method, Pan et al. [41] propose a circular object detector using probabilistic pairwise voting. Fourie [42] present a circle detection method by harmony search. Yuan and Liu [43] realize circle detection using power histogram. However the experiments of complex cases in these papers are not carried out. Akinlar and Topal [44] present a circle detection method using a false control. This detector is excellent and has been applied in the circular traffic sign detection [18] . However, EDCircles cannot afford the ability of detecting circles in swine bone and swine experiments in this paper. We proposed an efficient Multi-Circle detector HVCD [34] . HVCD could effectively detect circles on synthetic and natural images. However, HVCD is not good at solving the minor-radius circles. Therefore, we propose IHVCD in this paper.
1) HVCD
We proposed HVCD method to realize Multi-Circle detection. HVCD detection process is shown in figure 6 and described as the following five steps:
• Edge area could be divided into regions using region growing.
• One-pixel wide edge points and edge segments could be obtained at the same time by searching in each region.
• Circle fitting error for every edge segment would be computed and the circle candidate would be obtained.
• All invalid circles verified by Helmholtz principle would be removed from circle candidates.
• The final results of circle detection could be output. HVCD is accurate, robust and parameter-free for synthetic and natural images. It has three major contributions: (1) the accuracy of HVCD could be improved by connecting the relevant pixels in edge areas based on region growing. (2) HVCD is more efficient due to a novel edge segment detector proposed. (3) HVCD has a more valid validation process by Helmholtz Principle.
2) IHVCD
The radius of control points in navigation is about 15 to 25 pixels which is relatively small. HVCD could realize Multi-Circle detection in complex cases. However, it still has poor detection effects for minor-radius circle. There are two reasons for this. On one hand the parameters and search principle in edge detector cannot work efficiently in the case of minor-radius, the accuracy of circle fitting is reduced because of too few edge points in edge segment on the other hand. Therefore, we improve HVCD method in these two aspects to overcome the problems encountered in the case of minor-radius. In figure 7(a) , tangent direction of the current edge pixel in HVCD is determined by the current edge pixel and the other edge pixel which is at a distance of four-column or four-row. However, the tangent direction obtained by the method above cannot accurately reflect the real tangent direction if the case of minor-radius is encountered. Therefore, we replace the parameter of tangent 4 with 2 as shown in figure 7(b) . In addition, search directions of four edge pixels are decided by one tangent direction. Thus, the detection accuracy of edge pixels in possess of local maximum gradient value is reduced due to the large curvature in object. To solve this problem, we make one search direction of edge pixel match one tangent direction. Last but not least, the number of edge points in each edge segment plays an important role in computing parameters of circle. In HVCD, the length of each edge segment is determined by criterion of the search termination which is sensitive to curvature. In order to solve this problem, the edge segments which meet the error criterion in each region would be grouped together based on bottom-top fitting analysis. The process of bottom-top fitting analysis is described in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, edge-segments in which each edge segment has fewer edge points due to the case of minorradius is obtained by the edge segment detector. m-edgesegments in which each meaningful edge segment has more edge points is obtained by combing edge segments. The principle of combing edge segments is bottom-top fitting. Bottom-top refers that shorter edge segments would be gradually grouped together into a longer meaningful edge segment. Thus, we replace the raw edge segments with the longer meaningful edge segments in IHVCD to improve accuracy. 
3) SYNTHETIC IMAGE SIMULATION
To validate the performance of IHVCD in detecting minorradius circles, we run IHVCD in synthetic image. It should be noted that both HVCD and IHVCD adopt canny operator to acquire edge points. Figure 8(a) shows the test synthetic image which is the failure case for HVCD in [34] . Figure 8(b) represents the results obtained by HVCD and the minorradius circle could not be detected. Compared with HVCD, Figure 8 (c) shows the results detected by IHVCD and all the circles could be detected. It is obvious that IHVCD improves the detection ability of minor-radius circles.
C. INEFFECTIVE CONTROL POINTS REMOVAL BASED ON DISTANCE&DENSITY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Valid control points in a given image have been detected using process above. However, to improve the reliability of navigation system and minimize the impact of false detections, we remove ineffective control points by the distance&density clustering algorithm.
Ester et al. [35] and Sander et al. [36] propose a densitybased clustering method which could cluster irregular shape points. However, it faces the problems of determining the VOLUME 6, 2018 return m-edge-segments; valid parameters value. Rodriguez and Laio [37] propose a clustering algorithm based local density and relatively distance. Geng et al. [38] propose a density-based clustering method with the help of improved KNN [39] . However, these two methods are not appropriate for this paper. The reason is that cluster centers and core objects could not be found accurately because of the high similarity among valid control points in local density and relatively distance. In addition, the distance among the control points would vary because of the relative position variation between bi-planar and C-arm. Therefore, we propose a distance&density clustering algorithm based on the above. The distance&density clustering algorithm votes to obtain histogram based on distance between each control point and the other point closest to it. Then, distance p corresponding the histogram peak could be computed. Next, we could obtain each control point density n i by setting search radius r = 2.5 √ 2 p and two core points c 1 , c 2 which have the maximum density and the farthest distance from each other. Notice that the parameters above are automatically calculated and need not to be adjusted. Finally, we compute y i of each control point by the following equation which is inspired by [38] :
Where x i is control point, || is Euclidean distance.
In figure 9 , y * is the threshold, k = (
The control point would be retained if y i is less than y * . According to a series of experiments, y * could be determined by:
In addition, each retained control point would be classified into the corresponding class which is decided by the nearest core point, and form two classifications.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To show the superiority of detector proposed in this paper, we compare detector with EDCircles on images of spine model bone, swine bone and swine. There are two reasons for choosing EDCircles in the comparison experiment. For one reason, it has been state-of-the-art work for detecting circles in recent years; for the other reason, its demo could be easily obtained from the web site [45] . Considering the clinical complexity, test images include different views, different radius control points, and different gray values. It is noting that the parameters of detector are fixed for all the images in experiments. Figure 10 shows three experimental platforms applied in this paper. In each experimental platform, bi-planar is mounted at the end of spine surgery robot which has five degrees of freedom, including three translational degrees of freedom and two rotational degrees of freedom, and could adjust the relative position relation between bi-planar and C-arm before taking images. In addition, C-arm has four degrees of freedom and could adjust radiation dose to match the experimental objects. Figure 10 
A. SVM EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Firstly, we take 50 samples to preprocess and extract the features to train model. Then, all the regions of each test image in figure 11 are classified into three cases, including real control points, possible control points and false control points as shown in figure 12 . For navigation, the number of detecting control points should be as large as possible. However, false control points are not acceptable. Therefore, the first case should guarantee precision and not contain false control points. The second case should guarantee recall so that the final results have as many control points as possible. It should be noted that possible control points would be further process using IHVCD to ensure the precision. SVM proposed in this paper meets demands mentioned according to the experimental results. In addition, efficiency of detecting circles could be improved because the most regions are considered as false control points. The control points in the first case are deemed to valid control points. However, a few valid control points are classified into the second case due to the complexity of background, such as (a), (c) and so on. Therefore, all the possible control points are supposed to be further processed to extract valid control points.
B. IHVCD EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The false control points and real control points have been computed based on SVM method. Some possible control points constituted by similar-circle false control points and real control points affected by background are divided into the second classification. The valid control points could be VOLUME 6, 2018 extracted from all the possible control points by IHVCD method as shown in figure 13.
C. CLUSTERING EXPERIMENT RESULTS
According to the process above, valid control points in image have been obtained. However, some ineffective control points are also considered as the valid control points, such as 13(d), 13(f) and 13(h). Although, 13(d) and 13(h) are the real circular objects, they derive from screw and cannot help navigation system. In addition, 13(f) is the similar-circle false control point. Therefore, in order to meet the usage requirements in navigation and improve robustness of detector. On one hand all the valid control points are divided into two classifications (yellow and blue) based on the distance&density clustering algorithm, on the other hand the ineffective control points are refused. From figures 14(a1) to 14(l1), all the effective control points in spine model bone images and swine bone images have been detected by detector proposed in this paper. Although one control point in figure 14(l1) cannot be detected by detector due to the complexity of swine, this control point could be obtained by interpolation of surrounding control points. We also can conclude that EDCircles could detect the effective control points on spine model bone images while has terrible behavior on swine bone and swine images from figures 14(a2) to 14(l2). This shows that detector proposed in this paper is superior to EDCircles in resisting the background interference.
The threshold in distance&density clustering algorithm is important for results of detecting control points. In figure 15 , green represents the effective control points, red shows the ineffective control points, blue denotes the threshold, and all the effective control points and the ineffective control points are accurately separated. Therefore, the threshold given in this paper is reasonable.
D. DETECTOR ANALYSIS
It is not hard to find from figures 11(a) to 11(h) that the complex cases, including different views, different radius control points, and different gray values require high robustness of the detector. Furthermore, the backgrounds in figure 11 (k) and figure 11(l) cause a lot of trouble on control point detection.
However, according to the experimental results, we could conclude that the detector proposed in this paper could solve the problems in detecting circular control points for bi-planar navigation system. In addition, to describe clearly impact of each procedure in detector, the number of detecting control points for each procedure is represented in figure 16 . Most of the false control points are refused based on SVM, this fully reflects the superiority of algorithm. A few invalid control points are removed with the help of IHVCD method. Finally, only the effective control points are retained and classified based on the distance&density clustering algorithm.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a robust circular control point detector for bi-planar spine surgery navigation system. There are four major contributions: (1) The detector is efficient owing to the SVM which could remove the most false control points based on the valid features. (2) The detector is accurate due to the IHVCD method which could detect multi-circles in complex cases and solve the weakness in HVCD implementation for detecting minor-radius. (3) The detector is robust because of the distance&density clustering algorithm which could only retain the effective detection results and divide the results into two classifications matching the up-planar and down-planar respectively. (4) A novel and robust circular control point detector for bi-planar spine surgery navigation system is proposed in this paper. In addition, it can be seen from the experimental results that the detector proposed in this paper has great effects for spine model bone, swine bone and swine on one hand, on the other hand effective circular control points in lateral and Ap fluoroscopy images, different radius control points images, and different gray value images could be accurately detected without adjusting any parameters applied in the detector. It is noting that the detector is obviously superior to EDCircles on the images of swine bone and swine which have strong background interference.
